












































From: lois Horne
To: Tatiana Dafoe
Subject: [External Email] Annexation...
Date: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 1:31:45 PM

Dear Tatiana,
As a farmer it certainly concerns me to see that the City of Stratford once again is attempting
to annex lands from the surrounding townships, this time Perth South. The City of Stratford is
surrounded by the best is lands found not only is Ontario but also Canada and the World.
Once you take it out of agriculture and turn it into Industry you take away an opportunity  to
grow food which feeds the world. It is a known fact that the best quality food is grown here in
our own back yard...we have the soils...the climate ...the skills and the rules and regulations to
make it the healthiest and safest.
The City of Stratford has annexed several  parcels of land in recent years and owns several
property sites within Stratford (Cooper site, Agricultural Society grounds to name a couple)
and you don't seem to be very successful at addressing those issues with any confidence or
speed. I believe it is time to get your own "ducks in order" and show some leadership skills and
some success  before you go ahead and grab more land and take it out of food production.
John Nater MP recently commented "The Agriculture Industry is the economic foundation in
Perth/Wellington.  It would really be appreciated if the City of Stratford  had some respect for
that fact and used up the lands within the city limits.
I am really disappointed with South Perth administration as well...it is clear you have caught
Perth South with their pants down and they are willing to give up their birthright for the cash.
Clearly a mistake in my mind.
I hope this gives you some insight into my concerns...
Thank-you for your time,
Lois Horne
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